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Topics
• What is I-V curve tracing, and what are its benefits?
• Overview of the Solmetric I-V Curve Tracer
• Commissioning & troubleshooting applications

• Interpreting and reporting your measurement results

What is an I-V curve?
Basic concept (‘PV-101’)
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• The PV modules can supply power at any
of these operating points.
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• The inverter’s job is to find and track the
maximum power point, located at the knee
of the curve.
• Any deviations from normal curve shape
reduce the value of maximum power.

What are the benefits of
commissioning and troubleshooting
your arrays with an I-V curve tracer?
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• Reduces project risk by providing more performance information than any other method.
• Any deviation from normal shape reduces the value of Pmax available to the inverter.
• The deviations give us valuable troubleshooting clues (see the Troubleshooting Flowchart).

• Traditional measurements (Isc, Voc) cannot ‘see’ many of these deviations.

Reduces project cost

 You make only one test per string. You don’t need to
perform separate Voc and Isc or Ioperating (clampmeter) tests.

 You can test your array earlier in the project, because
the inverter is not needed. Fixing array problems
early allows a clean system startup and shorter
project schedule.

 I-V curve tracing enables the Selective Shading

Troubleshooting Method, which cuts troubleshooting
time by identifying the bad module in a string without
the need to disconnect the modules and measure
them all separately.

Current

Immediate performance feedback

 Measures the full I-V curve and compares it with the
expected curve shape

Voltage

 Measures the Performance Factor and Fill Factor, key
indicators of PV module health

 Measurements are independent of issues with the inverter
or the rest of the array (cloud cover, shading, soiling, or
hardware problems on other strings or subarrays)

 Provides a valuable performance baseline for future
determination of degradation rates.

Reduces arc flash hazard

 Strings are not connected to the inverter,
and the inverter need not be operating.

 Combiner dc disconnect is opened, so the
strings under test are isolated from the
rest of the array.

Note: An arc flash hazard still exists, especially
at the inverter side of the combiner’s dc
disconnect switch. Calculate your required flash
suit rating using that higher energy level.

Enhances the value of zone monitoring
 Extra value when used with
systems that have zone
monitoring.

 Quickly identifies which string
triggered the low dc current
alarm.

 Helps you set the most
Current
monitors

appropriate trigger level for
your dc current alarm.

 Your I-V curve data
accumulates to provide a
detailed history of PV module
performance.

Additional Benefits of the Solmetric PVA

Tests more strings/day
 Designed to keep up with your crew without
overheating, even in hot climates

 User interface is optimized for quick

measure/view/save sequence (10-15s
typical)

Additional Benefits of the Solmetric PVA
Reduced error from
solar ramping
 I-V curve is traced in typically less

than ½ second, reducing fluctuations
in current due to cloud movement.

 The I-V and sensor measurements are
triggered simultaneously

Additional Benefits of the Solmetric PVA

Easiest user
interface
 Large, clearly labeled display

 Software optimized for ‘touch’
 Multiple views for extra insight

Customer provides the tablet or notebook PC.

Additional Benefits of the Solmetric PVA
SolSensor™
 Integrated wireless sensor
solution

Self-aligns in plane of array
300 foot wireless range
Typical 2% irradiance accuracy
when measuring crystalline
silicon PV modules

Corrected for angle of incidence
and rotational response

Improved diffuse light

measurement accuracy

Additional Benefits of the Solmetric PVA

Array Navigator™
 Touch the tree to save or recall data
 Easily create & label a tree that exactly
matches your engineering drawings

 Reduces errors in saving data
 Increases the impact of your reports.

Touch to save to:
string 3,
in harness 1,
in combiner 1,
etc

Additional Benefits of the Solmetric PVA

24%...
23%
22%
Accurately measures high-efficiency modules
21%
20%

19%
18%

I-V curve is traced fast enough to avoid distortion from moving
clouds, but slow enough to avoid distortion of the I-V curves of
high-efficiency modules (the I-V curve is distorted if it is traced
too fast).

 The PVA is not disabled by surge currents (high efficiency

modules have high capacitance, and generate short, highcurrent spikes when connected to a load

 These are important considerations because more module
makers are introducing high-efficiency modules
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The PVA is widely adopted
and information and support
are abundant

Interpreting I-V Curve
Deviations
Paul Hernday
SolarPro, Aug/Sep 2014
See also:
Field Applications for I-V Curve
Tracers
Paul Hernday
SolarPro, Aug/Sep 2011
Both articles can be
downloaded at:
www.solmetric.com

PVA users include…
EPC’s
System Integrators

Electrical contractors
O&M and
Asset Management

Module Makers
(Perf. Eng. & Warranty)

Consultants &
Commissioning Agents

Inverter Makers
(O&M)

Field Reliability
Research

PV Plane Insurers
Training & Education

Laboratories
NREL, TUV…

PVA1000S PV Analyzer
Overview

 Measurement range: 1000V, 20A or 30A
 Measured (red curve) vs. predicted (red dots)
 Large, clear displays & touch controls (your PC)
 Wireless interface, 300 foot range (line of sight)

Your tablet
or notebook PC

PVA set up at a dc combiner box

Courtesy of Chevron Energy Solutions © 2011

SolSensor set up on PV module

• Mounts facing the same direction as the PV module, held in
place with a specialized bar clamp.
• Irradiance sensor is the white ‘eye’ at left.
• Temperature sensor (K-type thermocouple) plugs in at right.

How the PVA works
Module electrical parameters (>50,000 modules)
# of modules in series & parallel
Array true azimuth
Irradiance
Module temperature
Array tilt
Latitude
Irradiance
Longitude
Module temperature
Date & time
Tilt

Wireless
I-V
data

PV Source
Circuit

Model
Calculations
3 red dots predict
I-V curve shape at
operating conditions

Performance Factor
The key performance metric

Performance Factor =

• If measured and predicted Pmax agree,
Performance Factor is 100%.
• Even in a new array with healthy modules,
not all readings will be 100%. PV modules
are not all identical, irradiance and
temperature are not exact measurements,
cell temperature is not uniform across the
modules, and the electrical measurements
have slight errors. A newly constructed
array should have Performance Factor
values in the 90-100% range.
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How the I-V measurement unit works
Simplified diagram
Battery charging
connector

Discharge path

Controller
&
Wireless

Discharge
resistor

Measurement path

Load
Capacitor

Voltage
sensor

Current
sensor
On/Off, Pause,
Reset button

DVM
(Voc)

PV
source
circuit

I-V Measurement Unit
• The PV Analyzer uses a capacitive load for smooth and reliable operation.
• When you trigger the measurement is triggered, the capacitor connects to the PV source circuit.
• As the capacitor charges, the I-V curve is ‘traced’ from Isc  Voc in less than 1 second.
• Either 100 or 500 points (I,V pairs) are captured along the way.

PV module database

Contains approximately 60,000 PV modules

Making a Measurement
Step 1: Press Measure Now

1

Making a Measurement

Steps 2 & 3: Click the array tree and save the data

2

Making a Measurement
Step 4: Review the results

4

4

4

Exporting Your Data

Exported data
• The PVA software automatically creates this
folder tree on your hard drive (you select
the location).
• Each string folder contains a data file of a
string measurement (csv format).
• If you also measured the individual modules
that make up the string, there are modulelevel folders below the string folders.
• The free Solmetric I-V Data Analysis Tool
(DAT) imports the data from these folders,
displays charts and graphs, and generates
reports

The Project File

Contains your setup and data
• The ‘Project’ file is a container
that holds all of your setup
information, performance model,
and I-V measurement data.
• To share your work, just attach
the Project file to an email. The
recipient double clicks the icon to
launch their PVA software* and
show the data.
Projectname.pvapx (v3.x)

*The PVA software is free at www.Solmetric.com,
just select Downloads from the Support menu and
navigate to the PVA software.

User Guide

Built-in & hyperlinked, for easy use in the filed
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Measurement Process

Measuring strings at a combiner box
SolSensor

Combiner box

Setup:

dc disco

1. Mount SolSensor
2. Attach thermocouple
3. Open combiner dc disco
4. Lift the string fuses

5. Clip PVA to bus bars
Measurement:
1. Insert a string fuse
2. Press “Measure”
I-V
Curve
Tracer

3. View and save results
4. Lift the fuse and insert
the next fuse

Cycle time is 10-20s per string,
including flipping the fuses

Application Examples

Measuring strings at a combiner box
Photos courtesy of
West Coast Solar Energy
and…

Multi-Contact US HQ
Windsor CA

Charles Shultz Museum
Santa Rosa, CA

Selective Shading Troubleshooting Method
Overview

Principle:
Electrically ‘remove’ one module
at a time to see which module
has the problem.

Courtesy Harmony Farm Supply
& Dave Bell (shown)

To ‘remove’ a module, force it’s
bypass diodes on by applying
shade.

Process:
1. Shade 3 rows of the first
module and measure the
string’s I-V curve.
2. Repeat with shade moved to
each of the other modules.

Example: The step in the I-V
I

I-V curve of a
problem string
of 10 modules.
V

curve is reducing max power
voltage by approximately 12v.
Which module causes the step?

3. Compare the I-V curves. The
curve without the step is from
the bad module.

Selective Shading Troubleshooting Method
Identifying the problem module

Nine nearly identical
curves, all with the step,
resulting from shading of
the nine good modules.

Isc

Current

Bad module shaded
Original measurement
(no shading)

Voltage
The same method can also be used to identify
a bad cell string in a single module, by applying
shade to one cell string at a time.

Voc

Infrared Imaging

Companion tool to I-V curve tracing
I-V curve tracing and infrared imaging
are a powerful troubleshooting combo:

Detect an
issue
Measure the
performance
impact
Locate the
bad module

I-V

IR










Infrared imaging helps us find:
• Poor electrical connections that cause
power loss (and eventually arcs and
fires)
• Open-circuited PV strings and bypassed
cell groups.

Solmetric is a distributor of
FLIR infrared cameras

• PV cell ‘hot spots’

Aerial IR imaging of large arrays

Open strings

Module issues

Image courtesy of Portland Habilitation Center,
Oregon Infrared, and Dynalectric

This image was taken
from a helicopter using
an expensive highresolution IR camera.
Closer-up, lowerresolution images can
be taken with IR
cameras mounted on
inexpensive drones.
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Types of I-V Curve Deviations
From normal, expected shape

Expected Isc, Imp-Vmp, Voc
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• Each of the six deviations has multiple causes.
• Classifying the deviations by shape narrows the causes and speeds troubleshooting
(see the Solmetric PV Array Troubleshooting Flowchart)

• Earlier measurement methods miss much of this information.

Determining Actual Performance
Correcting or accounting for external effects

Weather

Shading

• Low irradiance
• Unstable irradiance
• Wind

• Vegetation
• Buildings
• Rooftop
equipment
• Other PV
modules

Actual
Array
Performance

Hmm…

Measurement Issues
•
•
•
•

Irradiance sensor not in POA
Thermocouple not attached
Thermocouple location
Resistive losses

Soiling & Debris
•
•
•
•

Uniform soiling
Dirt dams
Leaves & branches
Frisbees

Fill Factor

Key metric for comparing I-V curve shapes
1.0

Isc 8A

.76

Imp 7A

.67

Current (A)

FF = .55

0

• Fill factor is a measure of the
square-ness of the I-V curve. A
squarer curve (less rounded) means
higher output power (and higher
module efficiency).
• At high irradiance, the value of the fill
factor is not strongly influenced by
irradiance, making it a great metric
for comparing string shapes.

0

Voltage (V)

Vmp
39v

Imp x Vmp (watts)
Fill Factor =
Isc x Voc (watts)
For the red curve: FF =

7A x 39V
= 0.76
8A x 45V

Voc
45v

• Fill factor is determined entirely by
the measured values of Imp, Vmp,
Isc, and Voc (see equations). No PV
model is required.
• Fill factor is easy to understand
graphically. Just divide the area of
the green rectangle (defined by the
max power point) by the area of the
blue rectangle (defined by Isc and
Voc).

Voltage Ratio and Current Ratio
Indicators of slope differences

• If a string or module has a low fill
factor compared with the population,
and there are no steps in the curve,
the current and voltage ratios are
clues that can help you troubleshoot
the problem.

Isc 8A

Current (A)

Imp 7A

0

Current Ratio
= Imp/Isc

• The ratios are actually embedded in
the equation for fill factor. They are a
very rough approximation of the
slopes of the horizontal and vertical
legs of the curve.

Voltage Ratio
= Vmp/Voc

0

Voltage (V)
Fill Factor =

Vmp
39v

Imp x Vmp
Isc x Voc

For the red curve:
Current Ratio = 7A/8A = .875
Voltage Ratio = 39V/45V = .867

Voc
45v

• Although they are only approximate,
they are good indicators of slope
differences between strings.
• Example: If there are no steps in the
curve, low voltage ratio may indicate
excess electrical resistance
somewhere in the circuit.

Data interpretation and reporting
Overview

1. Export data from PVA software
2. Use the free Solmetric Data Analysis Tool (Excel with
macros) to generate tables, graphs, and histograms
3. Review and interpret the data
4. Generate a punch list if needed
5. After repairs and re-testing are finished, re-run the DAT
6. Output a report from the DAT, for your client
7. Prepare a brief, high-level summary of the findings of the
DAT report. This is optional, but appreciated by clients!
Contact Solmetric for summary templates in Word and
Excel formats.
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All of these tables and graphs are include
in the automatically generated report.

Summary
General:

 The I-V curve contains all the information possible about PV performance
 Each string is measured just once, dramatically cutting test costs
 Array can be tested before the inverter is even installed
Solmetric PV Analyzer:

 Measures all day without overheating, even in hot climates
 Accurately measures high-efficiency PV modules
 Measures the I-V curve quickly, minimizing the impact of ramping irradiance
 Triggers I-V, irradiance, and temperature measurements at the same instant
 Wireless sensor range of 300 feet – measure more strings per sensor
deployment
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